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We show that, as =  0, the solution of the CahnHilliard equation
t.&2u=0, u=&= 2.+
1
=
W $(.)
converges to a solution of the MullinsSekerka problem
&2u=0 in each phase,
V=&[{u] } &; u=&cW K on the interface,
where & denotes a normal, V the normal velocity and K the sum of principal cur-
vatures of the interface, provided the solutions are radially symmetric. We use
energy type estimates to show that the solution of the CahnHilliard equation can
be approximated by the wellknown stationary wave solution that corresponds to
the potential W.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction and Statement of the Results
The CahnHilliard equation
t .&2u=0, u=&= 2.+
1
=
W $(.) (CH)
models the kinetics of phase separation in a binary alloy, assuming that the
temperature is kept fixed (Cahn and Hilliard 1958, 1971). In this context
u is the chemical potential and . the difference of concentration of the two
species of the alloy, which plays the role of an order parameter. The values
.=&1 and .=+1 correspond to the pure phases, whereas .=0
describes the uniform mixture.
The physical setting is the following: Assume that at a high temperature
the alloy forms a uniform mixture. At high temperatures the uniform
mixture is stable which corresponds to the fact that for high temperatures
the potential W is convex with absolute minimum at .=0. Then the alloy
is cooled rapidly to a low temperature for which the uniform mixture is not
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longer stable. For this temperature the potential W has two local minima
of equal depths at .=&1 and .=+1.
So phase separation starts, whose early states are known as spinodal
decomposition. The mixture does not remain uniformly distributed but
develops regions of high concentration of one of the species, i.e. of regions
where .r&1 or .r+1. These regions of high concentration are
separated by thin transition layers and are usually very structured.
In a second stage of the evolution coarsening takes place. The phases get
less and less structured. The big parts of each phase grow at the expense
of the small ones. The spinodal decomposition acts at far quicker a time
scale than the coarsening.
Within the CahnHilliard model both the spinodal decomposition and
the coarsening take place at fixed temperature. For a non-isothermal model
of phase separation see Alt and Pawlow (1991).
NovickCohen (1988) derives a model where viscous effects are taken
into account.
We note that the CahnHilliard equation is as well the limit of a phase
field model describing solidification. In that context u plays the role of tem-
perature, whereas . is the order parameter describing the phase. The
CahnHilliard equation is the limit of the phase field model, if the heat
capacity and the time relaxation converge to zero. (See Fried and Gurtin
(1992) for a thermodynamical derivation and Stoth (1993) for a rigorous
proof of the convergence.)
There are several choices possible for the potential W. Within this paper
we work with a smooth double well potential. Blowey and Elliott (1991)
consider a nonsmooth double obstacle potential, which describes the deep
quench limit.
Our analysis starts after spinodal decomposition has taken place. So we
assume that initially the phases have already formed. They are separated by
a transition layer of order =. We are interested in the limit =  0, i.e. in
letting the interfacial thickness converge to zero. The limit problem has a
sharp interface 1 separating the two phases, which are given by .=&1
and .=+1. The results of Pego (1989) suggest that the evolution of the
free boundary 1 is governed by
t.&2u=0 in D$(0),
u=&cW K on 1,
which is known as the MullinsSekerka problem (Mullins and Sekerka
1963), and sometimes as well called the HeleShaw problem. Here K is the
sum of principal curvatures of 1 with respect to the normal &, pointing
from [.=&1] into [.=+1], and cW is a measure for surface tension
only depending on the shape of the double well potential W.
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The second equation is the equilibrium condition for the chemical poten-
tial taking surface tension into account.
Since in the limit problem . is a two-valued function, the evolution
equation has to be interpreted in the distributional sense. Formally it splits
into two parts, the equation in bulk for the chemical potential u
&2u=0
and the interfacial equation
V=&[{u] } &,
where V is the velocity of the free boundary 1 in normal direction and the
brackets [ } ] denote the jump across the interface.
If the underlying domain is one-dimensional then no curvature terms
appear. In this situation Alikakos, Bates and Fusco (1991) and Bronsard
and Hilhorst (1992) show slow motion for the transition layers.
For the stationary minimum problem related to the CahnHilliard equa-
tion Modica (1986) shows the 1-convergence of the energy functional
under the mass constraint and Luckhaus and Modica (1989) determine the
Lagrange multiplier. Niethammer (1993) shows existence and uniqueness
of stable stationary points in radial symmetry.
In a recent work Alikakos, Bates and Chen (1993) show the convergence
of the CahnHilliard equation rigorously as long as the limit problem admits
a smooth solution. Their method is similar to the method de Mottoni and
Schatzman (1989) developed for the AllenCahn equation. They prove that
there exists an asymptotic expansion. One of their tools are spectral
estimates of the linearized operator. Concerning existence of solutions for
the MullinsSekerka problem relatively little is known. Chen (1992) proves
local existence for a weak solution.
In this paper we want to establish the convergence of the CahnHilliard
equation rigorously provided all functions are radially symmetric. In this
situation our assumptions on the initial data are less restrictive than those
of Alikakos, Bates and Chen. We basically have to assume that the energy
(see below) of the initial data is uniformly bounded. Our analysis follows
the lines of Stoth (1992). Significant changes are to be made in the treat-
ment of the chemical potential u, due to the lack of control of its time
derivatives.
For our method it is important that the CahnHilliard equation is the
gradient flow of the energy-functional
E=(.) :=
=
2 |0 |{.|
2 dx+
1
= |0 W(.) dx.
In radial symmetry the problem of solving the MullinsSekerka problem
reduces to solving a system of ordinary differential equations for the radii
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ri of the interfaces. In case of two interfaces, Neumann-0-boundary condi-
tions for u and Dirichlet condition .=&1, the evolution equations for
r1<r2 are
r* 1r21==r* 2r
2
2 and r* 2=&
1
r22
r2+r1
r2&r1
.
It is immediate from these equations that if r1 attains 0 at some time t0 , the
time derivative of r2 has to jump from &1r2(t0) to 0. If one is left with one
interface, it stays immobile due to mass conservation. In this case one
expects exponentially slow motion in = for the transition layers of the solu-
tions of the CahnHilliard equation.
Let us still note some work related to ours. There is broad work on the
convergence of the AllenCahn equation to the mean curvature flow. Carr
and Pego (1989) and Fusco and Hale (1989) show the exponential slow
motion in one space dimension using methods from center manifold theory,
Bronsard and Kohn (1989, 1990) study the slow motion in one space
dimension and the singular limit in the radial situation, their method basi-
cally relying on energy type estimates, de Mottoni and Schatzman (1989)
prove the existence of an asymptotic expansion provided the limit problem
has a smooth solution, Evans, Soner and Souganidis (1991) and Soner
(1993) for even more general initial data show the convergence in the
general case for an unbounded domain and Katsoulakis, Kossioris and
Reitich (1992) for a bounded domain, both within the theory of viscosity
solutions as derived in Evans and Spruck (1991), and Ilmanen (1992) gives
a convergence proof in the varifold setting due to Brakke (1978).
For the singular limit of the phase field model describing the dynamics
of solidification we refer to Caginalp and Chen (1992) and Stoth (1992).
We now give the precise statement of our results.
Let 0/Rn be a smooth, bounded domain and T>0. We assume that
the double well potential is given by
W(.) := 12 (1&.
2)2.
Then for any fixed =>0, any time-independent smooth boundary values
of Dirichlet type uD= and .
D
= and any smooth initial values .
0
= , that are
compatible with the boundary values .D= , there exists a smooth, unique
solution (u= , .=) of the CahnHilliard equation (CH) on 0T :=(0, T )_0,
subject to the boundary conditions
u= uD= , .= .
D
= on (0, T )_0
and the initial condition
.=(0, } )=.0= in 0.
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(For an existence proof we refer to Elliott and Zheng (1986).) To obtain
compactness of the sequence of solutions our assumptions are the following:
(A) The Dirichlet values uD= =: uD and .
D
= =: .D are independent of =.
(B) The initial energy E=(.0= ) is uniformly bounded by some constant
C independent of =.
(C) The initial values .0= converge in L
1(0) to some .0.
Then in particular .0 attains only the values \1 and .0 # BV(0). This is
granted by the important estimate
|
0
|{g(.)| dxE=(.),
where g is defined by
g$(*)=- 2W(*) for * # R and g(0)=0.
Let us still note that the boundedness of the initial energy allows for an
arbitrary finite number of transition layers initially.
Proposition 1.1 (Compactness). Under the above assumptions (A)(C)
there exists a subsequence =  0, a limiting chemical potential
u # L2(0, T; H1, 2(0))
and a limiting order parameter
. # L(0, T; BV(0)) with values \1 almost everywhere in 0T ,
such that
.=  . in L1(0T) and pointwise almost everywhere,
{g(.=) *( {g(.) in the weak-V-topology of [C 0(0T)]*,
u= , {u= ( u, {u in the weak topology of L2(0T),
The proof of this proposition is given in Section 2.
As an immediate consequence of the above convergence the linear equa-
tion of (CH) carries over to the limit u, .. But it is far more difficult to
pass to the (singular) limit in the nonlinear equation. In order to proceed
we have to assume spherical symmetry:
(D) The space dimension n is equal to 3, the domain 0 is a ball and
the initial and boundary values are radially symmetric (and then so are the
solutions).
(E) The Dirichlet values .D are either &1 or +1.
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Theorem 1.2 (Main theorem). Under the assumptions (A)(E) the
limits u and . as defined in Proposition 1.1 satisfy
t .&2u=0; .(0, } )=.0 in the distributional sense in 0T ,
and for almost all t # (0, T ) the following free boundary condition holds:
& 43K=2u on [.(t, } )=&1],
where K denotes the sum of principal curvatures with respect to the outer
normal & of [.(t, } )=&1].
Since the solutions are radially symmetric, [.(t, } )=&1] consists of
spheres with some radii r0(t) and the sum of principal curvatures is
K=\2r0(t), where the sign depends on the direction of the jump.
In order to prove the theorem we first study the possible blowup of the
solutions at the origin. Then we construct an approximation of the solution
using ideas of formal asymptotic expansions as developed in Caginalp
(1989) and Pego (1989). We are able to give a bound on the order of this
approximation (see Proposition 3.8). This is possible since the linearization
of the equation around the wellknown stationary wave is still positive
definite (see Proposition 3.7., c.f. Berger and Fraenkel (1970)). With the
help of this approximation it is then possible to pass to the limit in the
nonlinear equation. This is done in Section 4 (see Proposition 4.1).
2. Compactness
Throughout this chapter we will assume that 0/Rn is a bounded
domain with smooth boundary and T>0. In order to prove the compact-
ness of the sequence of solutions we show the following uniform bounds on
fractional derivatives.
Proposition 2.1 (Energy estimate and bounds on fractional derivatives).
Under the assumptions (A)(C) of Chapter 1 the sequence of solutions
(u=, .=) satisfies the uniform bounds
sup
0tT
E=(.=(t))+|
T
0
|
0
|{u= | 2 dx dtC
and for all \\0 and all hh0
sup
|z| \
|
T
0
|
0
|.=(t, x+z)&.=(t, x)| dx dtC - \,
|
T&h
0
|
0
|.=(t+h, x)&.=(t, x)| dx dtCh13.
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Here it is understood that .= is continued by its boundary values to some
neighborhood of 0.
We will refer to the first estimate as the energy estimate.
Remark. As a consequence of Proposition 2.1. we may select a sub-
sequence =  0, such that
.=  . in L1(0T) and pointwise almost everywhere,
{g(.=) *( {g(.) in the weak-V-topology of [C 0(0T)]*,
u= , {u= ( u, {u in the weak topology of L2(0T),
with limiting chemical potential
u # L2(0, T; H 1, 2(0))
and limiting order parameter
. # L(0, T; BV(0)).
The order parameter . attains only the values \1 and as a consequence
.= 34 g(.). Thus Proposition 1.1 is immediate form the above proposition.
In the rest of this paper we will restrict ourselves to this subsequence.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The energy estimate is obtained in a standard
manner by multiplying the stationary equation of (CH) by t., the evolu-
tion equation by u&uD , then integrating over 0, adding both equations,
integrating the lapacian by parts and finally integrating in time.
The energy estimate then implies
sup
0tT
|
0
|{g(.)| dxC.
We want to use this to obtain bounds on spatial difference in .. To this
end note that for all 0<$<1
|*&+|8$+
2 | g(*)& g(+)|
$
for all *, + # R.
This implies for all |z|\\0
|
T
0
|
0
|.(t, x+z)&.(t, x)| dx dt
C \$+1$ |
T
0
|
0
| g(.(t, x+z))& g(.(t, x))| dx dt+
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C \$+1$ |z| |
T
0
|
0
|{g(.)| dx dt+
C \$+\$+C\12
for $ chosen to be \12. To obtain the bound on the time differences we use
the following interpolation lemma (see Luckhaus 1991): For / # L1(0T)
|
T&h
0
|
0
|/| dx dt sup
|z|\
|
T&h
0
|
0
|/(t, x+z)&/(t, x)| dx dt
+
C(0)
\ |
T&h
0
&/(t)&H &1, 2(0) dt
+|
T&h
0
|
B2\(0)
|/(t, x)| dx dt.
This can be seen by comparing / to /
*
\ , where \ is a smooth mollifier
with support in B\(0)/Rn. Now set /(t, x) :=.(t+h, x)&.(t, x). Then
by the above the space differences are bounded by
sup
|z|\
|
T&h
0
|
0
|/(t, x+z)&/(t, x)| dx dtC\12.
Since t .=2u the energy estimate implies
|
T&h
0
&/(t)&H &1, 2(0) dtCh.
Still note that
|
T&h
0
|
B2\(0)
|/(t, x)| dx dtC \|
T
0
|
0
.2 dx dt+
12
\12C\12.
Thus the interpolation inequality yields
|
T&h
0
|
0
|.(t+h, x)&.(t, x)| dx dtC \\12+h\+Ch13
for \ to be chosen h23. This finishes the proof. K
3. The Approximation in the Radial Case
Now assume 0 :=B2(0)/R3 and the solutions to be radially symmetric.
In addition assume that the assumptions (A)(E) hold. The whole analysis
in this and the following chapter is restricted to the subsequence as selected
in Proposition 1.1.
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We now interpret the solutions = and u= in the radial variable r=|x|.
The radial variable r ranges in (0, 2) and (.=, u=) satisfies the system of
differential equations
t.=&\u="+2r u$=+=0,
(CH)
&= \.="+2r .$=++
1
=
W$(.=)&u= 0.
The energy estimate becomes
sup
t \
=
2 |
2
0
|.$= | 2 r2 dr+
1
= |
2
0
W(.=) r2 dr+ (t)+|
T
0
|
2
0
|u$= | 2 r2 dr dtC.
Since the solutions (.= , u=) are smooth, they satisfy the boundary condi-
tions
u=(t, 2)=uD(2), .=(t, 2)=\1,
u$=(t, 0)=.$=(t, 0)=0.
Our first task now is to control the possible blow-up of the solutions close
to the origin.
Lemma 3.1 (Estimates close to the origin). The solutions (.= , u=) satisfy
the following bounds uniformly in =:
(i) |
T
0
|
2
0
|u= | 2 dr dtC;
(ii) = |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$= | 2 dr dt+
1
= |
T
0
|
2
0
W(.=) dr dt+= |
T
0
|.$=(t, 2)|2 dtC;
|
T
0
&g(.=(t, } )&2L(0, 2) (t) dtC;
(iii) = |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$= | 2
1
r
dr dt+
1
= |
T
0
W(.=(t, 0)) dt
C
- =
.
Proof. (We omit the index = within the proof.)
First we note that for any w: (0, 2)  R
|
2
0
|w| 2 dr4 |
2
0
|w$| r2 dr+4w2(2).
This implies (i) by setting w=u(t, } ) and due to the energy estimate.
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To obtain (ii) multiply the stationary equation of the system (CH) by
(&r.$) and integrate:
= |
T
0
|
2
0
.".$r dr dt+2= |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$| 2 dr dt&
1
= |
T
0
|
2
0
W$(.) .$r dr dt
=&|
T
0
|
2
0
u.$r dr dt.
Integrate by parts and use .$(t, 0)=0 and W(.(t, 2))=0 to obtain
= |
T
0
|.$(t, 2)| 2 dt+
3
2
= |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$| 2 dr dt+
1
= |
T
0
|
2
0
W(.) dr dt
=|
T
0
|
2
0
u$.r dr dt+|
T
0
|
2
0
u. dr dt&|
T
0
2(u.)(t, 2) dt

1
2 |
T
0
|
2
0
|u$| 2 r2 dr dt+|
T
0
|
2
0
.2 dr dt+
1
2 |
T
0
|
2
0
u2 dr dt+2T |uD(2)|.
Now control T0 
2
0 .
2 by 1= 
T
0 
2
0 W(.) and use the energy estimate and part
(i) of this lemma to conclude. The second part of (ii) is then obvious by
the Sobolev embedding &g(.)&L(0, 2)&[ g(.)]$&L1(0, 2) where [ g(.)]$=
- W(.) .$.
Part (iii) of this lemma follows by multiplying the stationary equation of
(CH) by (&.$) and integrating:
= |
T
0
|
2
0
.".$ dr dt+= |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$| 2
2
r
dr dt&
1
= |
T
0
|
2
0
W$(.) .$ dr dt
=&|
T
0
|
2
0
u.$ dr dt.
Once again integrate by parts to obtain
= |
T
0
|.$| 2 (t, 2) dt+2= |
T
0
|
2
0
|.$| 2
1
r
dr dt+
1
= |
T
0
W(.(t, 0)) dt
=&|
T
0
|
2
0
u.$ dr dt\|
T
0
|
2
0
u2 dr dt+
12
\|
T
0
|
2
0
|.$| 2 dr dt+
12
.
Use part (i) and (ii) of this lemma to finish the proof. K
The nonlinear equation of the system (CH) is stationary and contains the
time t only as a parameter. So we want to pass to the limit in this equation
pointwise in t almost everywhere. To this end it is helpful to have pointwise
estimates in t like those of the preceding lemma and the energy estimate. To
obtain these estimates we have to allow slightly weaker powers of =.
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Lemma 3.2 (Pointwise estimates in t). Let #>0.
If we select a further subsequence all the estimates of the preceding
Lemma 3.1 remain valid pointwise in t almost everywhere in (0, T), if the
constant C is substituted by C(t) =&#, e.g.
|
2
0
|u=(t, r)| 2 drC(t) =&#
and
&.=(t, } )&L(0, 2)C(t) =&#.
In addition from the energy estimate, it follows
|
2
0
|u$=(t, r)| 2 r2 drC(t) =&#.
Proof. Since by Lemma 3.1
=# |
T
0
|
2
0
|u= | 2 dr dtC=#,
the sequence of functions t  =# 20 |u=(t, r)|
2 dr converges to zero in
L1(0, T), hence a subsequence converges pointwise in t almost everywhere
and is thus bounded by a constant C(t).
All the other estimates are obtained in a similar way. K
We are now able to proof the central estimate of our approach, namely
to give a pointwise bound in t on the difference =2|.$= | 2&2W(.=), which
holds uniformly in the space variable.
Proposition 3.3 (Central estimate). For almost all t # (0, T )
&[=2 |.$=(t, } )| 2&2W(.=(t, } ))&L(0, 2)C(t) =12&#.
Proof. Integrate the stationary equation of (CH) by &2=.$ and
integrate over (s, r)/(0, 2):
|=2| .$(t, r)| 2&2W(.(t, r))|
=2 |.$(t, s)| 2+2W(.(t, s))
+2= |
r
s
|u.$| (t, \) d\+4=2 |
r
s
1
\
|.$| 2 (t, \) d\.
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Take the mean value over s # (0, 2) to obtain
|=2| .$(t, r)| 2&2W(.(t, r))|

1
2
=2 |
2
0
|.$(t, s)|2 ds+|
2
0
W(.(t, s)) ds
+4=2 |
2
0
1
\
|.$| 2 (t, \) d\+2= \|
2
0
u2(t, r) dr+
12
\|
2
0
|.$(t, r)| 2 dr+
12
(=+- =) C(t) =&#
by the pointwise estimates in t of Lemma 3.2. K
We want to point out that the above proposition tells us that .=
approximately satisfies an ODE, whose exact solution are the well known
stationary waves tanh((r&r0)=). By integrating the above ODE we obtain
the following first approximation proposition for .= .
Proposition 3.4 (First approximation). Now let #< 12.
Assume the following situation for 0r1= (t)<r
2
=(t)2:
The ri=(t) are either zeros of .=(t, } ) or r
1
= (t)=0 or r
2
=(t)=2 (resp.) and
.=(t, } ) does not change sign for r1= (t)<r<r
2
=(t). Then for almost all t
1
=
(r2=(t)&r
1
=(t))  
and
sup
r=1(t)<r<r=
2(t)
(&. =(.=&. =)(t, r))+  0
as =  0. The approximate . = is given by
{=(t) . =(t, r) :=(1&`=(t, r)) tanh
r&r1= (t)
=
+`=(t, r) tanh
r&r1=(t)
=
The factor {=(t) is defined as the sign of .=(t, } ) in the interval under con-
sideration.
In case 0<r1= (t)<r
2
=(t)<2, the partition of unity `= : (r
1
= (t), r
2
= (t))  [0, 1]
is chosen such that
`=(t, r)={
0, r1=(t)<r<
r1= (t)+r
2
=(t)
2
&=,
1,
r1= (t)+r
2
= (t)
2
+=<r<r2= (t),
and smooth otherwise. If 0=r1= (t), then `=#1, if r
2
=(t)=2, then `=#0.
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Note that `= is only well defined if ==0(t) in order to guarantee
r2= (t)&r
1
=(t)>2=.
This proposition follows by explicit integration of the ODE
=2|.$= | 2&2W(.=)=h= .
We know &h=&L(0, 2)C(t) =12&# by the central estimate of Proposition
3.3. This then implies .=&. =  0 uniformly in connected domains where
&&h=&L(0, 2)<2W(.=)<&h=&L(0, 2) . In the remainder the difference has a
sign up to a uniform small error. These calculations are elementary and
thus omitted.
We now want to calculate the precise order in = of the approximation. To
this end it is not sufficient to consider the above first order approximation but
we have to work with the second order expansion with respect to =.
Definition 3.5 (Construction of the approximation). Consider t # (0, T )
that is not in the set of measure zero excluded by 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
Let r=(t) be a zero of .=(t, } ). Then denote by r\= (t) the next consecutive
bigger and smaller zeros of .=(t, } ) or, if one of these does not exist, set
r&= (t) :=0 or r
+
= (t) :=2 (resp.). Introduce a scale variable
z :=
r&r=(t)
=
,
that ranges in
(z&= (t), z
+
= (t)) :=\&r=(t)= ,
2&r=(t)
= + .
The scaled values of r\= (t) will be called w
\
= (t). The cases r
&
= (t)=0 or
r+= (t)=2 correspond to w
\
= (t)=z
\
= (t).
From now on, functions f given in r # (0, 2) are denoted by F, if inter-
preted in z # (z&= (t), z
+
= (t)). In particular we define
8=(t, z) :=.=(t, r),
U=(t, z) :=u=(t, r).
We now give explicitly the second order expansion to the left of r=(t). The
changes that are to be made for the expansion to the right are obvious. We
call this expansion 3=(t, } ) and it is well defined for ==0(t):
3=(t, z) :=8 =(t, z)+=5=(t, z),
where 8 =(t, z) :=. =(t, r) is the rescaled approximation of Proposition 3.4
with r1= (t)=r
&
= (t) and r
2
=(t)=r=(t). So for w
&
= (t)<z<0
{=(t) 8 =(t, z)=Z=(t, z) tanh(&z)+(1&Z=(t, z)) tanh(z&w&= (t))
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where by the general rule Z=(t, z) :=`=(t, r) is the rescaled partition of unity
and {=(t) the sign of 8=(t, } ) in (w&= (t), 0). Note that in case z
&
= (t)=w
&
= (t)
we have set Z=#1 and in general Z= should and can be chosen such that
Z=(t, } )$ and Z=(t, } )" are both uniformly bounded by C(t).
The second order term has a decomposition of the same type, namely
5=(t, z) :=Z=(t, z) 5 0=(t, z)+(1&Z=(t, z)) 5
&
= (t, z).
We define for w&= (t)<z<0
5 0=(t, z) :=&A(z) |
z
0
BU =(t, } )&B(z) |

z
AU =(t, } ),
5 &= (t, w
&
= (t)&z) :=&A(z) |
z
0
BU =(t, w&= (t)&})
&B(z) |

z
AU =(t, w&= (t)&}),
where A(z) :=1&tanh2 z and B(z) :=&A(z) z0 (1A
2).
The function U =(t, } ) is defined by
U =(t, z) :={U=(t, z),0,
if =(z&z&= (t))=
14,
if =(z&z&= (t))<=
14 or z>z+= (t).
so that U = differs from U= only close to z&= , i.e., close to the origin of the
original domain. This avoids difficulties due to unboundedness of u=(t, r)
close to the origin.
The definitions for 5 += (t, } ) for z>0 are to be made in the same spirit.
For later purposes we still introduce the notation
3= : Z=30= +(1&Z=) 3
\
=
(with \ for z>0 or z<0).
The above definition (cf. Berger and Fraenkel 1970) is such that 5 0= and
5 \= approximately satisfy the (formal) second order balance equation (see
Caginalp 1989), namely for w&= (t)<z<0 or 0<z<w
+
= (t):
&(5 0= )" (t, z)+2(3 tanh
2(&z)&1) 5 0= (t, z)+U=(t, z)
=&(5 \= )" (t, z)+2(3 tanh
2(z&w\= (t))&1) 5
\
= (t, z)+U=(t, z)
={0,U=(t, z),
if =(z&z&= (t))=
14,
if =(z&z&= (t))<=
14.
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In addition the boundary values are
5 0= (t, 0)=0 and 5
\
= (t, w
\
= (t))=0 if w
\
= (t){z
\
= (t).
We note that the second order term 5= still depends on =, but =5= is truly
of lower order in = than 8 = , as the following lemma states:
Lemma 3.6 (Bounds on the lower order term). Let #< 12 .
For all ==0(t)
&5=(t, } )&H1, (w=&(t), 0)C(t) =
&14&#2.
The same is true in (0, w+= (t).
Proof. First we note that the formula
F(z)=A(z) |
z
0
Bf+B(z) |

z
Af
implies
&F&H 1, (&, +)C & f &L(&, +) .
So in our case by the definition of U =
&5=(t, } )&H 1, (w=&(t), 0)C &U=(t, } )&L(z=&(t)+=&34, z=+(t))
C &u=(t, } )&L(=14, 2)
C=&14 \|
2
0
|u$=(t, } )| 2 r2 dr+
12
C(t) =&14&#2,
having used the pointwise estimate of Lemma 3.2. K
Now we introduce the difference function
9 :=9=(t, } ) :=8=(t, } )&3=(t, } ).
By construction the difference satisfies the differential equation
&9"+2(332=(t, } )&1)9=F=(t, } )&H=(t, } )&2(9
3+39 23=)(t, } )
(ODE)
for z # (w&= (t), 0) and z # (0, w
+
= (t)) and the boundary values are
9(0)=0,
9(w\= (t))=0, if z
\
= (t){w
\
= (t),
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9(w+= (t))=1&tanh z
+
= (t)&=5=(t, z
+
= (t)), if z
+
= (t)=w
+
= (t),
9$(w+= (t))=8$=(t, z
+
= (t))&(1&tanh
2 z+= (t))&=5 $=(t, z
+
= (t)),
if z+= (t)=w
+
= (t).
The right hand side of the differential equation is given by
F=(t, z) :=
2=
=(z&z&= (t))
8$=(t, z)
and (with \ for z>0 or z<0)
H= :==U=1[=(}&z=&))=14]
+=2Z=(\6{= tanh z(5 0= )
2+2=(5 0= )
3)
+=2(1&Z=)(\6{= tanh(z&w\= )(5
\
= )
2+2=(5 \= )
3)
+[3\= &3
0
= ](Z="+2Z=(1&Z=)[(1+Z=)(3
0
= )
2
+(Z=&2)(3\= )
2+(1&2Z=) 30= 3
\
= ])
+2[3\= &3
0
= ]$ Z$= ,
where we used the decomposition 3= Z=30= +(1&Z=) 3
\
= .
We now proceed as in Berger and Fraenkel (1970) to show that the left
hand side of the differential equation for 9 defines a strictly elliptic
operator.
Proposition 3.7 (Ellipticity). There exist positive numbers '1 and '2
such that for all ==0(t)
|
0
w=
&(t)
[&9"(z)+2(332=(t, z)&1) 9(z)] 9(z)[=(z&z
&
= (t))]
2 dz
'1 |
0
w=
&(t)
|9$(z)| 2 [=(z&z&= (t))]
2 dz
+'2 |
0
w=
&(t)
|9(z)| 2 [=(z&z&= (t))]
2 dz
&=2 |
0
w=
&(t)
|9(z)| 2 dz.
The same is true for the integral over (0, w+= (t)), if we add to the right hand side
&49$(z+= (t)) 9(z
+
= (t))
in case w+= (t)=z
+
= (t).
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Proof. (We omit the index = within the proof.) Let us integrate by parts
the left hand side of the stated inequality:
LHS=|
0
w&(t)
|9$(z)| 2 [=(z&z&(t))]2 dz+2 |
0
w&(t)
(332(t, z)&1) 9 2(z) dz
+|
0
w&(t)
2=9$(z) 9(z)[=(z&z&(t))] dz
&9$(z) 9(z)[=(z&z&(t))]2| 0w&(t)
=0
=|
0
w&(t)
|9$(z)| 2 [=(z&z&(t))]2 dz+2 |
0
w&(t)
(332(t, z)&1) 9 2(z) dz
&=2 |
0
w&(t)
|9(z)| 2 dz+=9 2(z) 9(z)[=(z&z&(t))]2| 0w&(t)
=0
.
In the case of integration over (0, w+(t)) we obtain the boundary terms
9$(z) 9(z)[=(z&z&(t))]2| w+(t)0 +=9
2(z)[=(z&z&(t))]| w+(t)0
={0,&49$(z+(t)) 9(z+(t))+2=9 2(z+(t)),
if w+(t)<z+(t),
if w+(t)=z+(t),
{0,&49$(z+(t)) 9(z+(t)),
if w+(t)<z+(t),
if w+(t)=z+(t),
Now the proof is the same as in (Stoth 1992), where we only used the fact
that 3= looks like tanh up to a uniformly small error. The problem is that
the factor 332(t, z)&1 is not uniformly positive. But as already remarked
by Berger and Fraenkel (1970) the integral over the set where this factor
is negative can be controlled by the gradient integral. K
We are now able to prove the following approximation proposition:
Proposition 3.8 (Order of approximation). Assume #< 14.
Let $>0 and define the interval
I $= :=(z
&
= (t)+
$
=
, z+= (t)) & (w
&(t), 0).
Then
(i) lim
=  0 |
0
w=
&(t)
( |9$(z)| 2+9 2(z))[=(z&z&= (t))]
2 dz=0,
lim
=  0
&9&H 1, (I=$(t))=0,
lim
=  0
&8=(t, } )&8 =(t, } )&H 1, (I=$(t))=0,
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(ii) There exists C(t, $), such that for all ==0(t) the estimate
|w&= (t)|*= implies
|
0
w=
&(t)
( |9$(z)| 2+9 2(z))[=(z&z&= (t))]
2 dzC(t, $) =32&#,
&9&H 1, (I=$(t))C(t, $) =
32&#,
&8=(t, } )&8 =(t, } )&H 1, (I=$(t))C(t, $) =
32&#.
The number *= is given by the formula
_1&tanh \*=2 &1+&
2
==32&#.
The same is true in (0, w+= (t)), if one substitutes =
32&# by =54&#.
Note that in the original variable r the interval I $= is uniformly bounded
away from the origin, and that the condition |w&= (t)|*= ensures that the
original zeros r&= (t) and r=(t) are not too close together.
Proof. (We allow ourselves to omit the index = and the argument t
whenver it is convenient and does not give rise to confusion.)
We first want to show how the second and third part of (i) and (ii) resp.
are direct consequences out of the respective first parts. The interval I $= is
defined such that =[z&z&= (t)]$, so that we are essentially in a one
dimensional situation. Then
&9&H 1, (I=$)C($) &9&H1, 2(I=$) .
Now note that
&9"=&2(332= (t, } )&1) 9+F=(t, } )&H=(t, } )&2(9
3+39 23=)(t, } )
and we obtain an L2-bound on 9" by calculating the norm of the right
hand side. Still note that 3=(t, } ) and 9(t, } )=8=(t, } )&3=(t, } ) are
uniformly in L(I $= ), such that we arrive at
&9&H 1, 2(I=$)C($, t) |I=$ (9
2+|9$| 2+F 2= +H
2
= ).
This will converge to zero in case (i) or be bounded by C($, t) =32 in case
(ii), as we will prove in the sequel.
To obtain the third claim of (i) or (ii) resp. we note that
8=&8 = =5=+9
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and
&=5=(t, } )&2H 1, (I=$)C(t) =
32&#,
by the bound of the lower order term of Lemma 3.6.
To show the first parts of (i) and (ii) we use the differential equation
(ODE) for 9. The ellipticity Proposition 3.7 implies
|
0
w&
( |9$(z)| 2+|9(z)| 2)[=(z&z&)]2 dz
=2 |
0
w&
|9(z)| 2 dz+|
0
w&
(F&H) 9[=(z&z&)]2 dz
&2 |
0
w&
(9 4+39 33)[=(z&z&)]2 dz.
Now
&93=(8&8 &=5)(8 +=5)
O (&93)+&((8&8 )8 )++= &58 +59&L(w&, 0)
O &(&93)+&L(w&, 0)&&((8&8 )8 )+&L(w&,0)+= &58 +59&L(w&, 0) .
Now we can apply the first approximation Proposition 3.4 that tells us
&&((8&8 )8 )+&L(w&,0)  0 as =  0.
By definition 8 is uniformly bounded. We have
=&5&L(w&,0)C(t) =34&#2
by the bound of the lower order term of Lemma 3.6 and
&9&L(w&, 0)&8&L(0, 2)+C(t)C(t) =&#
by the pointwise estimates of Lemma 3.2. Alltogether this implies (recall
that #< 12)
&(&93)+&L(w&,0)  0,
such that the cubic and quartic terms on the right hand side of the starting
inequality are either negative or can be controlled by the left hand side.
Still applying the Ho lder inequality to the right hand side we arrive at
|
0
w&
( |9$(z)|2+|9(z)| 2)[=(z&z&)]2 dz
C(t) \=2 |
0
w&
|9(z)| 2 dz+|
0
w&
(F 2+H 2)[=(z&z&)]2 dz+ .
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The first term of the right hand side is bounded by
1
2=
2 |
0
w&
|9(z)| 2 [=(z&z&)]2 dz+=2 |
z&+12
w&
|9(z)| 2 dz,
the first of these being controlled by the left hand side whereas the second
has a bound
1
2=
2 &9&L(w&, 0)C(t) =2&#C(t)=32.
Now we are left with proving estimates for F and H:
|
0
w&
|F | 2 [=(z&z&)]2 dz=4=2 |
0
w&
|8$| 2 dz
4=3 |
2
0
|.$| 2 drC(t) =2&#C(t) =32,
by the pointwise estimates of Lemma 3.2.
|
0
w&
|H| 2 [=(z&z&)]2 dz
C(t) \=2 |
z&+=&34
w&
|U= | 2 [=(z&z&)]2 dz
+=4 |
0
w&
((=&14=&#2)4+=2(=&14=&#2)6) dz
+&3&= &30= &2H 1, ([z # (w=&, 0) :Z=(z){0,1])+
C(t) \=2=12 1= |
2
0
|u= | 2 dr+=3&2#+=5&12&3#
+&3&= &3
0
= &
2
H 1, ([z # (w=
&, 0) :Z=(z){0,1])+
C(t)(=32&#+&3&= &3
0
= &
2
H 1, ([z # (w=
&, 0) :Z=(z){0, 1])).
In these calculations we used the bound of the lower order term of
Lemma 3.6 and the pointwise estimates of Lemma 3.2.
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Now recall the definition of 3&= and 3
0
= :
{=3&= (z)=tanh(z&w
&
= )+=5
&
= (z),
{=30= (z)=tanh(&z)+=5
0
=(z).
The lower order term is bounded by
=2 &5 &= &5
0
= &
2
H1, (w&,0)C(t) =
32&#.
In any case the difference
tanh(z&w&= )&tanh(&z)
and its derivative tend to zero uniformly in the set where Z={0, 1, and *=
is chosen such that they are bounded by =32&#, if |w&= |*= . This finishes
the proof of the first parts of (i) and (ii).
If we consider the interval (0, w+= ) we still have to take into account the
boundary term &9$(z+) 9(z+) resulting from the integration by parts of
the ellipticity Proposition 3.7. We calculate
|9$(z+) 9(z+)||8$(z+)&(1&tanh2 z+)&=5$(z+)|
_|(1&tanh z+)&=5(z+)|
2(1&tanh z+)2+(1&tanh z+)( |8$(z+)|
+= |5$(z+)|+2= |5(z+)|)
+= |5(z+)|( |8$(z+)|+= |5$(z+)|)
2(1&tanh z+)2+C(t)(1&tanh z++=34&#2)
_(=12&#2+=34&#2)
2(1&tanh z+)2+C(t)(1&tanh z+) =12&#2+C(t) =54&#.
In these inequalities we used the bound of the lower order term of
Lemma 3.6 and the pointwise estimates of Lemma 3.2 to control 8$. This
completes the proof in case of integration over (0, w+(t)). K
4. Passage to the Limit
This section deals with the convergence of the nonlinear stationary equa-
tion of (CH).
Assume that t is not in the set of measure zero ruled out in chapter 3 (see
Definition 3.5).
We denote by r0(t) a jump discontinuity of .(t, } ), i.e. both the densities
of [.(t, } )=+1] and [.(t, } )=&1] do not vanish at r0(t).
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Figure 1
Then there exists a zero of .=(t, } ) that converges to r0(t). But there
might be several zeros with this property. To handle such a situation
choose 0<$<r0(t)2 such that in (r0(t)&$, r0(t)+$) there is no other
jump discontinuity of .(t, } ). To this end note that the only point of
accumulation of jump discontinuities of .(t, } ) is the origin. Let s0 , ..., sN+1
be consecutive zeros of .=(t, } ) with
s0r0(t)&$<s1< } } } <sN<r0(t)+$sN+1.
If s0 or sN+1 with this property do not exist set s0 :=0 or sN+1 :=2. The
number N might depend on t and = but the energy estimate implies that N
is uniformly bounded by a constant only depending on $. Since there is no
other jump discontinuity of .(t, } ) in (r0(t)&$, r0(t)+$) all the zeros in
this interval have to converge to r0(t).
Now choose r0&= (t) and r
0+
= (t) with the following properties: (see Fig. 1)
r0&= (t)=sisj=r
0+
= (t) for some 1i jm,
|si&si&1 |=*= and |sj&sj+1 |=*= ,
but |sk&sk&1 |<=*= for k=i+1, ..., j.
(The number *= was defined in the approximation Proposition 3.8). In the
sequel we will in particular prove that i= j.
Set r&= (t) :=si&1 and r
+
= (t) :=sj+1. Still note that by construction
r0&= (t)>$. All the above is true for ==0(t, r0(t), $).
In view of chapter 3 we introduce a scaled variable
z :=
r&r0&= (t)
=
# (z&= (t), z
+
= (t))
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Figure 2
and define w&= (t), w=(t) and w=(t)+w
+
= (t) to be the image values of r
&
= (t),
r0+= (t) and r
+
= (t) under this scaling: (see Fig. 2)
w&= (t) :=
r&= (t)&r
0&
= (t)
=
&*= ,
w=(t) :=
r0+= (t)&r
0&
= (t)
=
<N*= ,
w=(t)+w+= (t) :=
r+= (t)&r
0&
= (t)
=
and w+= (t)=
r+= (t)&r
0+
= (t)
=
*= ,
where N=N($) is now the uniform upper bound on the zeros of .=(t, } )
that are larger than $.
Following the lines of chapter 3 we then define scaled functions
8=(t, z) :=.=(t, r) and U=(t, z) :=u=(t, r).
The nonlinear equation of (CH) in terms of z reads
&
1
=
8="&
2
=[z&z&= (t)]
8$=+
1
=
W$(8=)&U= 0.
Theorem 4.1 (The equation on the free boundary). The whole sequence
of scaled functions U=(t, } ) converges to some limit U0(t), that does not
depend on the scaled variable z:
&U=(t, } )&U0(t)&L(&c0=&1+2#, c0=&1+2#)  0,
with some c0>0. In addition U0(t) satisfies the free boundary condition
&&(t, r0(t))
2
r0(t)
}
4
3
=2U0(t).
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The normal & is given by the direction of the jump, i.e. &(t, r0(t)) :=
sign .$(t, r0(t)).
Proof. (Since t is fixed within this proof, we omit the argument t.)
Without loss of generality assume &=+1.
We multiply the differential equation for 8= by 8$= and integrate over
(&c= , w=+c=) with c= :=*= 2&1. We arrive at the interface equation for
the = problem
&
1
= _
1
2
|8$= | 2&W(8=)&
w=+c=
&c=
&|
w=+c=
&c=
2
=[z&z&= ]
|8$= | 2 (z) dz
&|
w=+c=
&c=
(U= 8$=)(z) dz=0. (4.1.1)
We apply part (ii) of the approximation Proposition 3.8 to conclude that
for c=&c= or c=w=+c=
1
=
( |8$= | 2&|8 $= | 2)(c)  0 and
1
=
(W(8=)&W(8 =))(c)  0.
Since by construction
( 12 |8 $= |
2&W(8 =))(c)=0,
this implies
&
1
= _
1
2
|8$= | 2&W(8=)&
w=+c=
&c=
 0 as =  0.
Now we calculate the limit of the U=-term. We know by Lemma 3.2 that
|
z=
+
z=
&+$2=
|U$= | 2 (z) dzC($) =1&#.
There are to possibilities: either U=(0)  \ or there exists a subsequence
such that U=(0)  U0 for some finite U0 . Then for z # (&c0=&1+2#,
c0=&1+2#)
|U=(z)&U0 ||
|z|
0
|U$= |+|U=(0)&U0 |C($) |z| 12 =(1&#)2+|U=(0)&U0 |,
so that for some c0>0
&U=&U0&L(&c0=&1+2#, c0 =&1+2#)  0.
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Now calculate
} |
w=+c=
&c=
(U=8$=)(z) dz&2U0 |
 } |
0
c=
(U=&U0) 8$= }+ } |
w=+c=
w=
(U=&U0) 8$= }+ } |
w=
0
U=8$= }
+|U0(&8=(&c=)+8=(w=+c=)&2)|.
The last term converges to zero as a consequence of the approximation
Proposition 3.8, part (i). The third can be integrated by parts:
} |
w=
0
U=8$= }= } |
w=
0
U$=8= }C($) =(1&#)2 &8=&L(0, w=) w12= .
Now w=<N*= and *= by definition converges to infinity slower than any
power of =.
For a bound on the second term we note that
8$=(z)(U=(z)&U0)=8$=(z)(U=(0)&U0)+8$=(z) |
z
0
U$= .
This implies
} |
w=+c=
w=
(U=&U0) 8$= }|U=(0)&U0 | } |
w=+c=
w=
8$= }
+C($) |
w=+c=
w=
|8$= |(z) z12=(1&#)2 dz
|U=(0)&U0 | |8=(w=+c=)|
+C($) =(1&#)2(w=+c=)12 c= &8$= &L(w= ,w=+c=) .
Now by the approximation Proposition 3.8, part (i), both |8=(w=+c=)| and
&8$=&L(w= , w=+c=) are uniformly bounded. So we obtain convergence to zero
as above, because (w=+c=)12 c=<(N+1) *32= . The first term is estimated
similarly.
We are left with the convergence of the curvature term. Define m= to be
the number of zeros of .= in the interval (r0&= , r
0+
= ]. Since this is a sequence
of natural numbers, we can select a further subsequence, such that m=
attains a constant value m. Then once again by the approximation Proposi-
tion 3.8, part (i),
|
w=+c=
&c=
2
=[z&z&= ]
|8$= | 2 dz  (m+1)
2
r0 |

&
|1&tanh2(z)| dz=
4
3
(m+1)
2
r0
.
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For this we used the fact that
2
=[z&z&= ]

2
r0
uniformly in z # (&c= , w=+c=).
Altogether we proved that for the above subsequence the equation (4.1.1)
converges to
&
4
3
(m+1)
2
r0
=2U0 .
The next step is to prove that m=0. If this were not true, there exist a first
positive zero of 8$= , that we denote by b= . We proceed as above, i.e.
multiply by 8$= , but this time only integrate over (&c= , b=):
&
1
= _
1
2
|8$= | 2&W(8=)&
b=
&c=
&|
b=
&c=
2
=[z&z&= ]
|8$= | 2 (z) dz
&|
b=
&c=
(U=8$=)(z) dz=0.
All the above arguments are valid in this situation except for the boundary
value at b= . Since we only integrate over one branch of the solution we
obtain
&lim
=  0
1
= _
1
2
|8$= | 2&W(8=)& (b=)&43
2
r0
=2U0 .
Now 8$=(b=) vanishes identically and W(8=(b=)) is positive. This implies
2U0+
4
3
2
r0
0.
On the other hand we already proved
2U0+
4
3
(m+1)
2
r0
=0.
Subtracting both equations we find
&
4
3
m
2
r0
0.
Thus only m=0 is possible. (This in particular yields that r0&= (t)=r
0+
= (t).)
This result in return now implies that it was not necessary to select a
subsequence to guarantee m= m, since m is uniquely given by 0.
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Once obtained this we then see that U0 as well is uniquely given by
& 43
1
r0
. So any subsequence with bounded values U=(0) converges to U0 .
But is it possible that there is an unbounded subsequence? Since U$=  0
the only possibility is that
U=(z)   for all z or U=(z)  & for all z.
Then
|
0
&c=
U=8$=+|
w=+c=
w=
U= 8$=  \.
But
|
w=
0
U=8$=  0
remains true. So in the interface equation (4.1.1) all but one term converge.
Contradiction! Thus the proof of the Theorem is complete. K
We still have to identify U0(t).
For this let $>0 be fixed and denote by
$<r1(t)< } } } <rn(t)<2
the jump discontinuities of .(t, } ) that are bounded away from zero by $.
We know that supt n(t)N=N($).
At the beginning of this chapter for almost all t and for any jump discon-
tinuity r0(t)=ri(t) we have chosen a zero r0&= (t)=: r
i
=(t) of .=(t, } ) and we
have defined scaled functions U=(t, z)=: U i=(t, z)=u=(t, =z+r
i
=(t)).
In Theorem 4.1 we proved that U i=(t, } ) converges to some limit U0(t)=:
Ui0(t).
For i>n(t) we formally define ri=(t) :=r
i
=(t) :=2 and U
i
0(t) :=uD .
Proposition 4.2 (Identification of the limit). For almost all t # (0, T )
U i0(t)=u(t, r
i(t)) for 1in(t).
Proof. Since for 1iN by construction and by Theorem 4.1
ri=(t)  r
i(t) and U i=(t)  U
i
0(t)
pointwise almost everywhere in (0, T ), Egoroff 's Lemma implies that for
all '>0 there exists A'/(0, T ) with L1((0, T )"A')', such that
ri=(t)  r
i(t) and U i=(t)  U
i
0(t)
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uniformly in A' . This in particular implies that for ==0(')
r1=(t)
$
2
.
Let \1 , ..., \N # L(0, T ) be arbitrary.
In what follows we will prove that
|
A'
:
N
i=1
\i (t)(u=(t, ri=(t))&u(t, r
i(t))) dt  0. (4.2.1)
This together with the above convergence then implies
|
A'
:
N
i=1
\i (t)(U i0(t)&u(t, r
i(t))) dt  0,
and so for almost all t # A'
U i0(t)=u(t, r
i(t)) for 1in(t).
Letting '  0 yields the Proposition.
In order to prove (4.2.1) note that
u=(t, ri=(t))&u(t, r
i(t))=u=(t, ri=(t))&u=(t, r
i(t))+u=(t, ri(t))&u(t, ri(t))
=|
ri=(t)
ri(t)
u$=(t, r) dr+
1
+ |
ri(t)++
ri(t)
|
ri(t)
r
(u=&u)$ (t, \) d\ dr
+
1
+ |
ri(t)++
ri(t)
(u=&u)(t, r) dr.
This implies
} |A' :
N
i=1
\i (t)(u=(t, ri=(t))&u(t, r
i(t))) dt }
|
A'
:
N
i=1
|\i (t)| \ |ri=(t)&ri(t)| 12+1+ |
ri(t)++
ri(t)
|ri(t)&r| 12 dr+
_
C
$ \|
2
0
|u$= | 2 r2 dr+
12
dt
+
1
+ } |A' :
N
i=1
\i(t) |
ri(t)++
ri(t)
(u=&u)(t, r) dr dt }
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C($) \|A' :
N
i=1
|\i(t)| 2 ( |ri=(t)&r
i(t)|++) dt+
12
_\|A' |
2
0
|u$= | 2 r2 dr dt+
12
+
1
+ } |A' :
N
i=1
\i(t) |
ri(t)++
ri(t)
(u=&u)(t, r) dr dt } .
Since u= ( u weakly in L2(0T) for fixed + the third term converges to zero
as =  0, and since ri=  r
i uniformly in A' , so does the first. Since the
second term is bounded by C+12 the limit has the same bound, and since
+ was arbitrary, the limit has to vanish.
This finishes the proof. K
Remark. Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 together imply that for
almost all t # (0, T )
&
4
3
&(t, r)
2
r
=2u(t, r) for r # [.(t, } )=&1].
The compactness result of chapter 2 and the above equation prove the
main Theorem 1.2.
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